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Hello darlings 

It is day 262 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I thought this week that I’d share 

with you stories and impressions from my time walking The Camino five years ago. 

If you listened to yesterday’s snippet, you would know that I am currently 

celebrating the fifth anniversary of walking the Camino de Santiago Pilgrimage 

across Spain. 

When I left my home in Germany to travel to Spain, I first went for a Reiki 

appointment. My plans to travel to France changed radically the day before my 

departure because the French Railway went on strike and I had to revert to my 

original plan to drive to St. Jean Pied de Port at the foothills of the Pyrenees in 

France where I would begin my walk. 

As I left her practice, Burgunde said to me, “Angie, make sure you take the time to 

listen to people’s stories.” I thought that wouldn’t be that difficult because I like 

listening to the stories of others, but I didn’t realise that I was about to become a 

magnet for the stories of others. 

My first encounter was with a lady from Ireland at a rest stop along the German 

Autobahn. As I disembarked from my 

car, she was already in full storytelling 

mode, which honestly caught me off 

guard. However, this was an 

indication of things to come.  

As I was open to hearing the stories 

of others, I became a conduit for 

people to process their pains and 

transmute them into joy. The simple 

act of listening allowed others, and 

myself, to garner a deeper 

understanding and compassion for 

our life experiences. What I didn’t 

know was often the story I would 

hear would contain a message for 

me in it. The person sharing their story 

had no idea of this fact, and neither did I until the story was told.  

When you move through the world at snail's pace, you have the opportunity to 

interact with the world in a different way to everyday life. Of course, you’re also 

profoundly influenced by what’s going on in your head. Your body may be 

moving slowly, but if your mind is racing a mile a minute, you’re not going to pass 

slowly or peacefully through your day. 

At times as I was slogging along caught up in myself and my hectic thoughts, 

someone would walk up next to me and engage me in conversation. I always had 
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the choice of how I would respond. If I didn’t want to be bothered, I’d wish them a 

Buen Camino, or I could take the time to chat a while.  

I learned in those moments that allowing someone to talk as I walked often 

lightened the burden for both of us. That sounds crazy, doesn’t it, and yet this was 

true for me. 

I heard so many incredible stories and personal truths. Climbing the Pyrenees with 

Brandon we stopped along The Way to cry and embrace one another. Listening to 

Jürg share his fear of dogs with me before we walked into an abandoned town 

guarded by large dogs, bolstered my confidence and energy to keep those dogs 

at bay. Hearing Juan say to me, “What belongs to us is ours,” gave me a mantra 

for life that I still carry with me today. 

There is a power to listening that cannot be found when talking. It’s not the power 

over someone but the power of presence and being in the moment. When we 

listen actively, without trying to form a response or add to the story, we create a 

compelling space for all participants in the dialogue.  

I have always learned so much in life by listening both to what people are saying 

verbally and non-verbally. I believe that most people want to be heard; they want 

to know that another person hears them and may understand them. They want to 

know that they matter. Now I’ve used the pronoun they, but this is true for all of us, 

we want to be heard, we want to be understood, we want to matter. 

As I walked 900 kilometres across Spain, I heard stories that touched me deeply, 

repulsed me slightly and inspired me immensely. Sometimes the person had no 

idea of the impact they had on my life because they brought a message and 

then continued on their way. The thing about listening is not only are we a 

receptacle for what another needs to share, but we’re also a receptacle for what 

we need to hear. This is the power of listening – it’s the power to change the world 

both through what we receive and give to others. 

Today make time to practice active listening with the world around you. Be quiet 

and still for a moment and listen to what is said. Not only will you be giving to 

others, but they will also bless you if you’re open to the possibility of receiving. 

If you’d like to learn more about my pilgrimage across Spain, you can read my 

book Letters from The Way, which tells my story in letter form. Enjoy the book, 

darling, many people have.  

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


